Evaluating the indicators of web resources operating in the ccTLD domain zone as a key component of national security
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Abstract—Currently, the number of web resources and Internet users is rapidly increasing as demand of time. This process generates Web Data, collected from web resources, within Big Data. Conducting multidisciplinary analytics of the web resource based on the collected data is an important issue for the country. Because the characterization of processes in the national domain zone of the country and predictive information depend on the analytical process mentioned. Web resource analytics not only help to generate statistical reports, but also help to detect situations that might be a threat to the National Information Security on time. It shows that analytics of web resources are a key component of the country's National Information Security.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Analytics of web resources in the country code Top Level Domain (ccTLD) constitutes the basis of National Information Security, which is an important component of the national security of the country. It also allows analyzing citizens' online relationships with e-government.

Analytics of web - resources allows prepare reports on the following topics [2-4]:

- User behavior and profiles,
- The number of applications in the web-resource,
- Keywords sought by the user,
- Geography of visitors,
- Duration of users' stay on the web resource,
- Switch between pages, etc.

The e-government's web infrastructure is formed relying on the web resource of every agency, operating at public sector. Formed web infrastructure creates online interactive communication among organizations and citizens [1].

It should be carried out the analytics of web resources, in particular multi-purpose analytics in the process of establishing online relationships among citizens and governmental bodies. In this case, data collected in decision-making to improve the performance of web resources and increase effectiveness are used [5].

Detecting technical errors in web resources, operating in the e-government environment, identifying content-oriented errors and adapting to user requirements can be accomplished by effective web analytics. By using web analytics, it is possible to set user and visitor interest rates, identify new users' interests, and investigate the reasons of leaving the web site for regular users [6].

Timely identification of cases such as terror threatening security with the help of Web Content Mining and Web Usage Mining is now actual and relevant today [7].

The main task of the National Statistical System is to provide feedback between users and the e-government and to provide predictions by applying statistical mechanisms by archiving all the information collected. The National Statistical System is set up according to the national interests of the country and all analytical process is reflected there.

There are a large number of platforms involved in web analytics. Web sites of countries without a National Statistical System are analyzed by these platforms. In many cases, service policies of these platforms do not meet the national interests of the country. And analytics of web -resources, which is of critical importance for the country, is not accepted by taking into account the risk factor. As an example, we can show the e-government portal that offers online services to citizens. In this case, web analytics can now be regarded not only as a statistical reporting process, but also as an essential component of National Security: a key aspect of National Statistical System, one of the National Information Security goals.

It is known that, the users' behavior data is collected by sensors due to evaluate the performance of the web resources. The data collected allow for multi-purpose statistics. During multi-purpose statistics, it is possible to improve the work of the web - resource, assess security, conduct users' behavior map and other statistical reports. All of these can be considered as statistical mechanisms.

The first step in statistical mechanisms is the collection of initial information from web resources. This information is collected through sensors. Basically, two methods are used [8, 9]:

- Log Files – data is collected on server log files, and analytics is done with log analytics applications
- Page Tagging - is the collection of data through a web page code (script)

Both methods of data collection is used in the mechanisms of web resources statistics. Platforms, offering analytics services, are mostly used by Page Tagging. In the page tag method, the web page provides a "code" placed on the page.

It is a method of collecting, storing and processing of data, which is more relevant to the country's national interests, through Log files. However, big resource is needed in this case.
The page tag method is used widely. The missing key element of this method is to collect, store, and analyze data on an external server.

II. ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS OF THE INDICATORS OF WEB-RESOURCES AND MODERN STATUS

It is known that, web analytics of the web-resources are conducted by different platforms and these platforms use the page tag method [9, 10]. Sample: Google Analytics, Yandex. Metrika, LiveInternet, etc. platforms.

However, these methods cannot be considered satisfactory for national interests to analyze the evaluation of the system of electronic services for citizens. And some of the subsystems of the web resources are closed systems.

In these cases, the collection and processing of data for the evaluation of the indicators of resources can be done by log files or the platforms providing analytical services are required to provide services based on national interests. It is important to note that to keep the information collected through the Page tag on the platform servers along with country’s servers and use them in accordance with the National Information Security requirements is relevant.

As can be seen from Table 1, 33.8% of web resources do not use analytics services, and 66.7% use analytics services, the percentage of which is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Analytics Platform</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Analytics</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex.Metrica</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress Jetpack</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiveInternet</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotjar</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Relic</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matomo</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatCounter</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top.Mail.Ru</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


According to statistical figures, 178,329,0123 websites are active in the worldwide web and 66.7% of them, ie 1189420495 websites use analytics services. At this time, data collected for analytics creates Big Data. And their analysis comes to the problem of Big Data Analysis [12].

III. CONCLUSION

The experience of leading countries shows that analytics of web resources in the national domain zone of the country directly links to the national security issue. Leading countries with experience in this field build their own statistics system. Initial data is collected through the sensors placed in web-resource and statistics is carried out in accordance with the requirements of national interests.

The main direction of the National Statistical System is to maintain reliable the data collection from web resources, carry out analytics on existing experience and ensure the protection of the information integrity.

Analytics of web sites in ".az" domain is analyzed on different platforms because it has not got a National Statistical System, and web resources of strategic importance for the state cannot use these services for national interests. Thus, the services provided by web analytics are not used.
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